
Each Software of the Month Club® CD-ROM will NOW include a selection of program 
cateogies from our popular SRI list.    In addition to the normal selection of software from
our Games, General Interest, Kids and DTP clubs you will now recieve programs from 
the SRI.    What this means is that you can be assured that when you use a program 
from the SRI you know that it is the highest quality.    Why?    Because the SRI is a list of 
our most popular software.    Below is a list of topics and descriptions in    this months 
issue.

 HC Home/Personal

Apartment Finder
Alleviates the stress of finding apartments in the paper. 
HyperTree II
Genealogy stack. 

Organize your recipes.
Drink Recipes
Recipes designed by a professional bartender.
Hyper-Checking
Checkbook maintenance.
HyperOrganizer
Calendar, address book, notepad, and more.

Digital Cookbook
Store and organize your recipes with this handy stack.
Vegie Stack
Current and aspiring vegetarians will appreciate this informative stack.

Home Finance II
Track your personal finances with this complete package.

Meditation In Moments
Learn relaxation through meditation.

Nutrition
Learn about nutrition.
Recreation Locator
Locate U.S. campgrounds, parks, recreation areas.

Wedding Planner
Plan and organize all aspects of the most important day in your life.

 Programming



C Reference Card
Use this application to provide useful C language reserved words and variable types.
J Programming Language
Generate your own programs with this unique programming language.

 Inits/Cdevs/ExtensionS

Commander
Change and assign the command key settings. 
DFaultD
Configure work environments with different default folders linked to applications. 
Discolour 
Displays a color disk icon for System 7. 
Heap Tools 
Expand your system heap. Aids in the prevention of system crashes.
Icon Master 
Change or create your own startup device icon.
INIT Info 
MicroSoft Word file explaining INIT conflicts. Requires MS Word.
KopyKat 
Adds hierarchical menus to the cut, copy and paste menu items.
Leeper’s Date/Time
A smart clock and calendar.

DEPTH MASTER 
Set the monitor bit depth and sound volume you want to start up on any application.
DISKPRINT 
Use this to send to disk rather than a printer.
MONTALCINI CP’S 
A collection of 11 CDEV’s to enhance your productivity on the Mac.    
SNDCONTROL 
Attach any sound file to 30 distinct Mac system events.

MenuKey
Learn command-key equivalents in a new application.
Open-Wide
Gives you a bigger dialog box. 
PopChar
Displays every possible character that is available in a particular font. 
PrintAide 
Gives you greater control over your printer. 
Sav-O-Matic
Automatic file saving program.



Software FPU
Allows programs requiring a FPU to work on computers without one.

In Box Notify
This extension will inform the user when a file has been placed in an assigned folder.    
Great for FAX modems and networks.
Interrupt Button
This extension emulates the function of the interrupt and reset buttons on the backs of 
most Macs.
Speedy Finder
Modify the attributes of the finder to expedite its operation.
Zipple
Replace static menu item icons with animated ones.

 Puzzle/Logic

Abalone
A challenging game for those who like strategy games.
Achi
Similar to tic-tac-toe, except that you get to move your pieces after you put them all 
down.
Bo-Rad
Match a combination of colors and patterns with the master puzzle hidden from view.
Chello
An interesting game that has game play like Checkers and Othello. 
Chesapeake
A way to look at a chess game with the ability to examine each move.

Blit! 
Animated puzzle game with 12 levels. Color or black and white.

CONCENTROIDS 
Can you find the matching patterns?    Features a multi-media interface with sound 
effects never seen before.

Connect Four 
A board game for two players. Both players may drop one stone in the box. The one 
who gets 4 stones of his color connected in a vertical, diagonal or horizontal row, wins 
the game. 
Grid
Grid is a two-player game in which the participants attempt to move tiles of various point
value into the four center squares. 
Mosaic
Take turns building and altering a board of square tiles.

Crossword Puzzler



Generate and print your own crossword puzzles with this application.

Literary Plates
A set of “vanity license plates” for classic book authors. The task is to figure out what 
the shorthand clue means so you can identify the correct author from the four choices 
presented.
Shogi 
A Japanese board game played by two players. The object of the game is to capture the
opponent’s king. Shogi is played on a nine-by-nine board.

Kubik
A Rubik’s cube simulator. 
MacTurnover
The object of the game is to capture as many of your opponent’s pieces as possible.
Match22 
A concentration-style educational memory game with a global theme.

Mazer
Ultimate arcade/strategy maze game.

Pentris
Experience hours of fun with this variation of Tetris using Pentraminoes.

Chiral
A wonderfully challenging game where atoms must be assembled into a number of 
molecules without free electrons in order to complete a level. 

S’ydnar Squares
Falling squares must be rotated in order to group as many similar objects as possible.

The CUL
The CUL (The Colorful Ultra-Log) is a multi-level 3D puzzle game. 

 Education

Hungry Frog Ion Eaters
Direct your frog’s tongue to the appropriate oxidation number for the ion shown.
U.S. Constitution
Browse through and print this, the greatest government document of the modern world.

Mac Gradebook
Track students, assignments, tests, and grades with this complete package for 
teachers.

Tic-Tac-Total



Adding and subtracting educational game.

Mathathon
This application teaches elementary mathematics.
The Math Bee
Children must select the appropriate answer from a list of possibilities for topics like 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

 HyperCard Education

Alice in Wonderland
Read through Lewis Carrol’s wonderful novel.    Entertainment for all ages.

Animated Faults
Animated stack showing three main types of faults.
Heather’s Notes
Helps children learn the most commonly used piano keys.

Animation Help Stack
Offers excellent help and tips on using various types of animation within HyperCard.    
Around The USA
Educational stack which teaches facts about U.S. states. 
Hyperbook Report
An easy way for students to pick and write a book report.
HyperTurtle

Brain Stack
A complete guide to the human brain. 
SpaceStack
Gives you the details of America’s venture into space.    Also includes a variety of other 
stacks.

 Caroline’s Counting 
Teach your children to count.
Cosmic Ladder 
Measure cosmic distances.
Electricity and Fission
Teaches basic concepts about matter and electricity, and goes into the study of nuclear 
fission. 
Ship Code Blinker
Teaches Morse code by sound and/or blinker.



Europe GamE
Quiz yourself on European countries and capitals.
German Grammar Tutor
Learn essential German Grammar the Hypercard way.
Northern Africa
Learn countries and capitals in Northern Africa.
Southern Africa
Familiarize your self with South African capitals and countries.
Twain
Read quotes from some of Mark Twain’s most famous works.
United States Map
Learn information about our fifty states including state capitals, birds, mottos, and 
nicknames.

Grademaster
Tracks and averages project tests for any number of students. 
Telephone Teacher
Realistic telephone simulation. 

Gravitation
Two-dimensional, graphic orbital simulation.    
Great Expectations
A terrific study guide to this Charles Dickens masterpiece.

Music Gym
Use this stack to educate yourself on the rudiments of music and its notation.

Whales    Stack
Information on whales.
Periodic Table Stack
Hypercard-based periodic table. 
QuizMaster
A program that quizzes the user on various topics.

What is There to Do?
This stack includes over 374 cards with hundreds of creative activities to keep your 
children busy. 
Shakespeare’s Sonnets
Hypercard stack of Shakespeare’s Sonnets.

Word Builder
A drill on synonyms and antonyms.


